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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If you suspected censorship was being coordinated on a global scale, you’d be right. The

International Grand Committee on Disinformation  (IGCD) consists of “an international array of

legislators, policy advisers, and other experts” who work together “to forge international alliances

that bring shared, effective strategies into the battle against online disinformation.” What could

possibly go wrong?

The idea behind the IGCD came from four members of the British and Canadian Parliaments:

Damian Collins and Ian Lucas from the U.K., and Bob Zimmer and Nathaniel Erskine-Smith from

Canada. The Vrst session of the IGCD took place at the end of November 2018, so they’ve been

quietly working in the background for some time already.

Since then, they’ve held meetings in Canada and the U.K. and hosted seminars in the U.S., attended

by spiritual leaders, journalists, technology executives, “subject matter experts” and parliamentary

leaders from 21 countries (Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Ecuador,

Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Ireland, Latvia, Mexico, Morocco, Singapore, St. Lucia,

Sweden, the U.K. and the U.S.)

According to the IGCD, the organization functions as a “forum for information sharing, collaboration

and harmonization of policies to ... achieve common goals among democratic states. Never mind

the fact that democracy cannot exist without freedom of speech.”

Logistics for the group are provided by an initiative called “Reset,”  which feels like a not-so-subtle

reminder that censorship is a requirement for The Great Reset. They know people would never go

along with the Great Reset plan if allowed to freely discuss the ramiVcations.

‘Online Safety Bill’ Seeks to Shut Down Counternarratives

The IGCD helps shed light on the technocracy front group known as the Centers for Countering

Digital Hate (CCDH),  seeing how one of the CCDH’s board members, Damian Collins MP, is also one

of the founders of the IGCD. Both groups were formed in 2018 and clearly have the same goals and

agenda.

One of those goals is to eliminate free speech online, which is what the U.K.’s proposed “Online

Safety Bill” would achieve. Not surprisingly, Collins is part of the Online Safety Bill Committee,

charged with examining the Bill “line by line to make sure it is Vt for purpose.”

In an August 11, 2021, blog post, Collins asked for the public’s help to track down

counternarratives, taking screenshots of the offending material and emailing it to him. “Unless

harmful content is reported, whether it is terrible images of self-harm, violent or extremist content

or anti-vaccine conspiracy theories, it can otherwise be unknowable to regulators and

governments,” he said.

It’s impossible to miss the fact that Collins is lumping “anti-vaccine” content in with violent and

extremist content that must be censored and, in reality, that’s probably one of the top categories of

information this bill seeks to control.

As reported by iNews,  “The Prime Minister [Boris Johnson] has repeatedly insisted the powers

contained within the legislation would help crack down on ... anti-vaccine disinformation.”

Online Safety Bill Is ‘Catastrophic for Free Speech’

While some might think it’s a good idea to spoon feed people “correct” information about vaccines,

it’s important to realize that while vaccines are the issue of today, tomorrow another topic that is

near and dear to your heart could be deemed out of bounds for public discussion. So, supporting

censorship of any kind is a slippery slope that is bound to come back to bite you when you least

expect it.

As reported by BBC News,  the “Legal to Say. Legal to Type” campaign warns that if the Online

Safety Bill becomes law, Big Tech Vrms will be in a position of extraordinary power:

“While the group supports the bill's aim of ensuring online platforms remove images of

child sexual abuse, terrorist material and content which incites racial hatred and violence, it

fears other provisions will adversely affect free speech ...

Under the bill, Ofcom [the British OAce of Communications] will be given the power to

block access to sites and Ene companies which do not protect users from harmful content

up to £18m, or 10% of annual global turnover, whichever is the greater.

Campaigners claim this gives tech Erms an incentive to ‘over-censor,’ and ‘effectively

outsources internet policing from the police, courts and Parliament to Silicon Valley’ ...

Mr. [MP David] Davis described the bill as a ‘censor's charter.’ He added: ‘Lobby groups will

be able to push social networks to take down content they view as not politically correct,

even though the content is legal’ ...

Campaigners are also concerned that technology companies may use artiEcial intelligence

to identify harmful content. That, they say, may introduce racial biases and will wrongly

censor language, ‘especially when it comes to irony-loving Brits.’”

US Democrats Attack Free Speech

Meanwhile, in the U.S., the Health Misinformation Act, introduced by Sen. Amy Klobuchar, D-Minn.,

and Sen. Ben Ray Luján, D-N.M., would suspend Communications Decency Act Section 230

protections in instances where social media networks are found to boost “anti-vaccine

conspiracies,” and hold them liable for such content. In a July 22, 2021, article, Tech Crunch

reported:

“The bill would speciEcally alter Section 230’s language to revoke liability protections in the

case of ‘health misinformation that is created or developed through the interactive

computer service’ if that misinformation is ampliEed through an algorithm.

The proposed exception would only kick in during a declared national public health crisis,

like the advent of COVID-19, and wouldn’t apply in normal times. The bill would task the

Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) with deEning health

misinformation.”

As with the British Online Safety Bill, the Health Misinformation Act is an open portal for abuses.

Ironically, the Act actually relies on misinformation to make its case. It speciVcally mentions the

CCDH’s “Disinformation Dozen” report,  which falsely claims a dozen individuals, myself included,

are responsible for a majority of the “anti-vax misinformation” being shared on social media

platforms.

‘Disinformation Dozen’ Have Negligible Reach

Meanwhile, in an August 18, 2021, statement,  Facebook’s vice president of content policy,

Monika Bickert, stated there’s no evidence to support the CCDH’s claims, and that the people

named by the CCDH as being responsible for the vast majority of vaccine misinformation on social

media were in fact only responsible for a tiny fraction — 0.05% — of all vaccine content on

Facebook. Here’s an excerpt from Bickert’s statement:

“In recent weeks, there has been a debate about whether the global problem of COVID-19

vaccine misinformation can be solved simply by removing 12 people from social media

platforms. People who have advanced this narrative contend that these 12 people are

responsible for 73% of online vaccine misinformation on Facebook. There isn’t any

evidence to support this claim …

In fact, these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related

content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they’ve shared, whether true

or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.

The report  upon which the faulty narrative is based analyzed only a narrow set of 483

pieces of content over six weeks from only 30 groups, some of which are as small as 2,500

users. They are in no way representative of the hundreds of millions of posts that people

have shared about COVID-19 vaccines in the past months on Facebook.

Further, there is no explanation for how the organization behind the report identiEed the

content they describe as ‘anti-vax’ or how they chose the 30 groups they included in their

analysis. There is no justiEcation for their claim that their data constitute a ‘representative

sample’ of the content shared across our apps.”

It’s quite clear that the CCDH exists to fabricate “evidence” that is then used to destroy the

opposition in order to control the information. As such, it’s really nothing more than a front group

for the much larger, global IGCD, which aims to shut down free speech across the world.

The ‘Whistleblower’ That Isn’t

One of the dirty tricks used to shut down free speech is to employ fake whistleblowers. Frances

Haugen, the former Facebook employee turned “whistleblower” who testiVed before Congress

October 5, 2021, accusing her former employer of aiding evildoers, is not an actual whistleblower.

She is being legally represented by a Vrm called Whistleblower Aid, founded by a national security

lawyer, Mark Zaid, who is known for betraying his clients and siding with prosecutors.

Whistleblower Aid is funded by tech billionaire and eBay founder Pierre Omidyar, and the Reset

Initiative, which provides logistics for the IGCD, is part of The Omidyar Group of philanthropies.

That tells you everything you need to know about the intended purpose behind Haugen’s testimony.

As reported by The Gray Zone:

“Haugen emphasized in her testimony that she ‘doesn’t want to break up’ Facebook; she

was merely looking for increased ‘content moderation’ to root out ‘extremism’ and

‘(mis/dis)information’ ... Haugen appears to be little more than a tool in a far-reaching plan

to increase the U.S. national security state’s control over one of the world’s most popular

social media platforms.”

In short order, Haugen managed what has been impossible for other whistleblowers. She secured

audiences with lawmakers in France, the U.K. and the European Union to discuss the need for more

censorship.

Dark Money

Over the past year, the CCDH’s fabricated “Disinformation Dozen” report has been repeatedly used

as the foundation for calls to strip American citizens of their First Amendment free speech rights.

It’s been used by attorneys general and elected politicians, and it’s been cited in all the Big Tech

hearings.

Aside from being directly tied to the global IGCD (remember, Collins is on the board of both the

IGCD and the CCDH), the CCDH is also connected to Arabella Advisors — the most powerful dark

money lobbying group in the U.S.  — by way of CCDH chairman Simon Clark.  (“Dark money” is a

term that means the identities of those funding the organization are kept secret.)

Clark is a senior fellow with the Center for American Progress,  where he specializes in “right-wing

domestic terrorism” (are we to believe there’s no such thing as left-wing terrorism?), which is

funded by a liberal Swiss billionaire named Hansjörg Wyss.

Wyss also funds Arabella Advisors, which runs a large number of temporary front groups that pop

in and out of existence as needed for any given campaign.  Reporter Hayden Ludwig has described

the inner workings of Arabella Advisors and the inkuence of the “dark money” kowing through it:

“Arabella’s nonproEts act as the left’s premier pass-through funders for professional

activists. Big foundations — including the Gates, Buffett, and Ford Foundations — have

laundered billions of dollars through this network, washing their identities from the dollars

that go to push radical policies on America.

But the real juice from these nonproEts comes from the vast array of ‘pop-up groups’ they

run — called so because they consist almost solely of slick websites that may pop into

existence one day and pop out the next, usually once the campaign is through.

We’ve counted over 350 such front groups pushing everything from federal funding of

abortion to overhauling Obamacare to packing the Supreme Court. Arabella is as dark as

‘dark money’ gets. It’s also the prime example of liberal hypocrisy over anonymous political

spending, operating in nearly total obscurity ...

As more of this massive web of groups — responsible for churning out nearly $2.5 billion

since its creation — has come into focus, one thing’s become clear: When a special interest

donor goes to Arabella, they’re expecting a political payoff.”

You can learn more about Arabella Advisors and its hidden inkuence over U.S. politics through pop-

up front groups in the Capital Research Center series, “Arabella’s Long War Against Trump’s

Department of the Interior.”

An Open War on the Public

We’re now in a situation where asking valid questions about public health measures are equated to

acts of domestic terrorism. It’s unbelievable, yet here we are.

Over the past two years, the rhetoric used against those who question the sanity of using

unscientiVc pandemic countermeasures, such as face masks and lockdowns, or share data

showing that COVID-19 gene therapies are really bad public health policy, has become increasingly

violent.

Dr. Peter Hotez has publicly called for cyberwarfare assaults on American citizens who disagree

with omcial COVID narratives, and this vile rhetoric was published in the prestigious science journal

Nature, of all places.  His article should have set off alarm bells at the CCDH, were the CCDH

actually about protecting us from online hate.

But the CCDH is not about protecting the public from hate. In classic Orwellian Doublespeak, it

actually exists to foster and create it. Incidentally, the journal Nature also published an article by

CCDH founder Imran Ahmed, in which he discusses the need to destroy the “anti-vaxx industry.”

How he, who has no medical credentials, managed to meet publication requirements is a mystery,

and just goes to show we cannot even trust some of our most esteemed medical journals.

“ In the end, lies cannot stand up to the truth,
which is precisely why the CCDH and IGCD are
working overtime to 'harmonize' laws across the
democratic world to censor any and all
counternarratives.”

In his article, Ahmed kat out lied, saying he “attended and recorded a private, three-day meeting of

the world’s most prominent anti-vaxxers.” Far from being “private,” the meeting in question was

actually a public online conference, open to anyone and everyone around the world, with access to

the recorded lectures part of the sign-up fee.

The fact that Ahmed lied about such an easily veriVable point tells you everything you need to know

about the CCDH — and by extension the IGCD, which it clearly is working with. In the end, lies

cannot stand up to the truth, which is precisely why the CCDH and IGCD are working overtime to

“harmonize” laws across the democratic world to censor any and all counternarratives.

Like I said before, right now, it’s primarily about silencing questions and inconvenient truths about

the COVID shots, but in the future, these laws will allow them to silence discussion on any topic that

threatens undemocratic rule by globalists.

To avoid such a fate, we must be relentless in our pursuit and sharing of the truth, and we must

relentlessly demand our elected representatives stand up for freedom of speech and other

Constitutional rights.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,176 ratings

ORDER NOW
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new.awakeningchannel.com/massive-extermination-and-billions-of-chronic..   Massive Extermination and Billions of Chronically Ill

People.  Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano has decided to make public on October 23 letter sent to Cardinal Luis F. Ladaria S.J., Prefect

of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, Archbishop Jose Gomez, President of the United States Conference of Catholic

Bishops, as well as to all the bishops of the United States of America.
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Global Organization Attempts to End Free Speech Worldwide
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola # Fact Checked

The International Grand Committee on Disinformation (IGCD) consists of “an international

array of legislators, policy advisers, and other experts” who work together “to forge

international alliances that bring shared, effective strategies into the battle against online

disinformation”

$

The founders of the IGCD are four members of the British and Canadian Parliaments,

including British MP Damian Collins, who is also on the board of the Centers for Countering

Digital Hate (CCDH). The CCDH fabricates reports that are then used to strip people of their

freedom of speech rights

$

Logistics for the IGCD are provided by the Reset Initiative (a not-so-subtle reminder that censorship is a requirement for The Great Reset), which is

part of The Omidyar Group of philanthropies

$

Omidyar funds Whistleblower Aid, the legal counsel for the fake Facebook “whistleblower” Frances Haugen, who has testiVed before U.S., French,

British and European Union lawmakers, calling for more censorship

$

CCDH chairman Simon Clark also has ties to Arabella Advisors, the most powerful dark money lobbying group in the U.S.$
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Thank you very much Retsbew, precisely Luvvvy and I discussed a summary of the letter from the courageous Catholic

Archbishop Carlo Maria Vigano. Vigano, who has earned worldwide admiration for punishing Catholic Church leaders for issues

including child abuse, makes clear that he rejects the vaccine on moral and safety grounds. Vigano calls the vaccine "absolutely

immoral" and says that "it is a duty to reject it categorically." “In this case, the health authorities have decided to carry out

experiments on the entire world population, as an exception to the usual practice of the scientiVc community, international

standards and the laws of each nation. This means that the entire population is in the condition of being susceptible to the

adverse effects of the vaccine, at its own risk and expense, when experimentation is normally done on a voluntary basis and

carried out on a limited number of subjects, who are paid. submit to it, ”Vigano writes. "...

I think it is clear that there are medical treatments without adverse side effects, even though they have been systematically

boycotted by health institutions - WHO, CDC, EMA - and by the mainstream media" ..... ..... This means, therefore, that there is a

serious moral obligation to reject inoculation as a possible and proximate cause of permanent damage or death. In the absence

of beneVts, therefore, there is no need to expose oneself to the risks of its administration, but on the contrary, there is a duty to

reject it categorically ”, writes Vigano. In the link jellyVsh.news/archbishop-vigano-denounces-the-coronavirus-vaccine-the..
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Yes Retsbew I listened to Archbishop Vigano on an earlier video and he said it all wonderfully. I hope his letters sent to these

prominent people get properly noticed.
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More advocates in Canada against genetic weapons. Another letter in defense of freedom. A Canadian doctor and professor at

the University of Waterloo has written a letter to his academic superiors in which he describes his opposition to the school's

mandate for the COVID vaccine, which he believes is illegal. The letter was written by Dr. Michael Palmer, who is a board

certiVed medical microbiologist who teaches pharmacology at the university. He addressed the rector and rector of the

university, together with the dean of the faculty of science and the professor of the chemistry department, to explain why he

categorically refuses to comply with any of the mandates related to COVID-19 vaccines that the school you are imposing on

your employees.

Palmer said that he believes his university and many other schools are taking such a hard line on vaccines because their

leadership is “packed with globalist puppets, just like every other major institution in society, and they are subservient to the

[so-called COVID- 19] agenda. "

The doctor backed his opinion by showing that he is not alone among medical experts who oppose these injections and the

draconian measures used to coerce as many people as possible to inject themselves. “You have the immunologists Byram

Bridle, Bonnie Mallard and Niel Karrow, who are clearly the most competent people in that institution and who are on our side in

the debate. But the school leadership persecutes them instead of asking for guidance. This cannot be construed as some kind

of honest mistake. " www.lifesitenews.com/news/canadian-doctor-resists-bosss-covid-jab-mand..  (Oct 8, 2021)
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Thanks for the links from Retsbew and Gui.
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I thought the Vatican was on board with the 'gene serum.'  This cardinal sees clearly the evil in what is going on, and is

courageously speaking out.  Thank you for posting this ray of light, I needed it today!
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Hi Retsbew, great link and good timing.. as they move on with their next stage of combat — the attack on our children with their

killing poisons.  We need to connect with the voices of people who are experts in all Velds.  We need to Vght back and share

awarenesses of such Religious insiders  to strengthen our stand.  We were talking about Vigano describing the global, ‘ coup

d’état’  and Gui shared  —  “ Vigano calls the vaccine "absolutely immoral" and says that "it is a duty to reject it categorically." —

both points which I used to help me wake my dear brother up .. with success.   (The Holy Spirit is always at work.)

In his (Archbishop Vigano’s) appeal, he proposes that an “anti-globalist alliance”, organize against ..  “a global coup d’état, in

which a Vnancial and ideological elite has succeeded in seizing control of part of national governments, public and private

institutions, the media, the judiciary, politicians and religious leaders.”  ====

insidethevatican.com/news/newskash/letter-148-2021-thurs-nov-18-vigan..  

Hi Gui, your excellent post about the Doctor taking a stand against workplace mandates, reminded me of something I heard on

the radio yesterday.  The news was, the Toronto Transit was warning of severe service slow downs — “Toronto's transit agency

says it plans to reduce service temporarily on speciVc routes starting Nov. 21 to cope with labour shortages expected from its

mandatory COVID-19 vaccination policy.“. The radio announcer went wild attacking the negligent workers for causing such

commuter problems.  It was ridiculous. . I hope the large Transit Workers Union will be able to help them Vght for their rights.

 Times like these remind us, “United we stand, divided we fall”. God bless.
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Thanks Retsbew for this information. I know of several Catholics who were very frustrated with the Pope's apparent acceptance

of the bio-weapon jab often referred to as a vaccine.  I will forward your link to them to hopefully provide strength and

encouragement in this ongoing Vght for the truth. Likewise Gui, your reply to Retsbew pointing out that Archbishop Vigano has

punished some Church leaders for issues concerning child abuse (an area of need that is long overdue), as well as taking his

present stance against the bio-weapon that many are trying to mandate.  Good links from both of you!  Gracias!
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Thanks Retsbew for the link.  In Vigano's letter he states: "How Joe Biden, who also deVnes himself as "catholic", could impose

vaccination on 28 million children aged 5 to 11, is absolutely inconceivable, if only, for the fact that there is practically zero risk

of them developing the SARS-CoV-2 disease."  This is a focus which coincides with Dr. Dave Martin's talk on 11/9/21 titled

"Weaponized/Patented Bio-Weapon". According to Martin: "We have a crisis.  Absence of focus feeds the crisis.  We are on the

precipice of mass murder of 5 to 11 year olds." The topic Dr. Martin is concerned with now is, "...Saving the preservation of the

next generation from a mass murdering genocidal psychopathic group of criminals that decided they can look at a 5 year old

with contempt."  ugetube.com/watch/dr-david-martin-weaponized-patented-bioweapon-weston..
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Thanks Luvvvy, there are also despicable bosses in Toronto. Another corrupt politician imposing draconian lockdown

restrictions for the Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) on the public has been exposed for having direct Vnancial ties to Big

Pharma. Eileen de Villa, Toronto's "medical omcer," is holding the city of nearly three million people hostage under one of the

tightest closures in North America. Meanwhile, her husband, her doctor, Richard Choi, is taking cash from AstraZeneca and

PVzer, two pharmaceutical giants that are aggressively pushing for Chinese virus vaccines.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/toronto-lockdown-czars-husband-has-Vnancial..
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Former British Columbia Premier Bill Vander Zalm warned that the "end of the game" of the COVID virus and jab mandates

appears to be a "big reset" that will lead to a global communist order. "We know that the chemical companies, the

pharmaceutical companies, are for making fortunes. And then again, I guess there's something beyond that. I think it's so

strange that everyone has to be vaccinated." "We will be totally controlled, totally controlled. Forget about freedoms after this

because they started it now. Mandates are the beginning. Just the beginning of things," Vander Zalm said. Vander Zalm said the

"end game" could be "fascism, maybe communism," adding that "you can't have a democracy and govern globally." That won't

work. It has to be a dictatorship  www.lifesitenews.com/.../745918  (Oct 22, 2021)
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TICK TOCK, DOC: Vaccine-pushing doctors “dropping like kies” after getting covid jabbed - a Vaxx Regret Pandemic Monday,

November 22, 2021 www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-22-vaccine-pushing-doctors-dropping-like-f..  Eugenics works

https://electroverse.net/   We have crossed the event horizon of cognitive destruction

www.brighteon.com/5d45438a-228f-4556-a0b3-875361188203
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Stupidity is moral defect/laziness. Eugenics works. Genuine Metaphysics of Stupidity www.youtube.com/watch
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So much for Biden's Catholicism!
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Actually I was digging around on the net on PVzer media connections trying to Vgure things out. I had read an article from Norway

about how a bunch of fully vaccinated elderly died of Covid. All the elderly had been fully vaxxed with PVzer's. Why were US media

silent on PVzer vaccine deaths? The article went on to question "Why are they not reporting this news story in the United States?"

Good question. So I dug around. Turns out that the cause is one of PVzer's Directors of the Board. Jim Smith. Full name James C.

Smith is currently employed as one of PVzer's Directors. He was also the CEO of REUTERS. He was in charge of Reuters after the

merger after which Reuters bought out over 220 smaller companies. So it is a media monopoly.

Jim Smith: PVzer Director and Former CEO of Reuters So NIH has it backwards. PVzer and Reuters should be prosecuted for monopoly

and Anti-Trust laws for creating a "chilling silence" of free speech and free press using threats, coersion, bribes, and false accusations.

The other problem I found while digging around about PVzer is another one of their Directors---Scott Gottlieb. Scott Gottlieb: PVzer

Director and 23rd Commissioner of the FDA Obviously this is how PVzer keeps getting away with stuff they shouldn't be allowed to get

away with in the FDA. There should be a law stating that someone who is a Commissioner for the FDA should not be allowed to be a

Director for a Pharmaceutical Company. And perhaps there is such a law under Anti-Trust statutes. Not sure. Makes me wonder who

from the NIH works for PVzer.
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Yes, esecallum, deaths and corruption of PVzer go hand in hand. A group of 16 Swedish doctors and researchers have signed a

petition demanding that vaccination with PVzer be stopped in Sweden due to suspected fraud. In early November, the British

Medical Journal (BMJ) revealed that a PVzer subcontractor was likely to carry out an extensive fraudulent investigation during

the pivotal Phase III study of PVzer's COVID vaccine in the fall of 2020. The signatories further suggested that the scope of the

vaccine's suspected side effects is also "gigantic."

For example, in Sweden alone, during the ten months that vaccination has been carried out, a total of 83,744 suspected side

effects have been reported, more than ten times more than all reported side effects for all drugs and vaccines by year in the

immediately preceding years, for a total of about 25,000 substances, the authors emphasized. "We as physicians, researchers

and immunologists are deeply concerned, especially by children who are at extremely low risk of serious illness from COVID-19,

but who are at risk of serious side effects," the signatories wrote.

sputniknews.com/20211108/swedish-doctors-pen-petition-to-stop-pVzer-v..  (08.11.2021)
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Simple answer: no information to make people more hesitant was let out of mainstream media. The reason? The Gates

Foundation paid major media to make sure the adverse effects were not being reported. At risk - all the massive pharma spend

not only for mainstream news but all across each major channel's programming.  A similar "death by vaxxn" occurred at

numerous nursing homes and care homes across the western world. Off mainstream media was not silent. No phase 1 or phase

2 trials included anyone over the age of 65, but the shots rolled out to "protect the elderly" ha ha NOT! The FDA is now acting as

the Wash DC regional omce for PVzer, perfect example of agency capture - read RFK Jr's new book for more clariVcation.
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Yes, Rose, from agencies and governments. In a report published Public Citizen exposed how PVzer, through secret contracts,

used its monopoly on COVID vaccines to extract concessions from “desperate” governments. PVzer has used its position as a

producer of one of the leading COVID-19 vaccines to “silence governments, throttle supply, shift risk, and maximize proVts”

through secret contracts with countries around the world, according to a Public Citizen report published Tuesday.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-contracts-pVzer-max..  (10/20/21)
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No one was allowed in to see the death chambers (AKA: ICU's). During the entire pandemic no one was allowed in, not even

spouses, to monitor and police the care of their loved ones. Only a few MD's had access, like Dr. Ardis, who witnessed Vrst hand

them killing his father. They had him asleep with ventilator in ICU, with an IV-drip of saline solution with Remdesivir. Dr. Ardis

immediately went over to check his vitals to assess the situation (blood pressure, pulse, bed pan/catheter, etc) and noticed he

was in kidney/renal failure (low blood pressure, and VERY low systolic blood pressure, water retention). These are all indicators

of kidney failure and he knew it. His father needed immediate removal of his IV-drip and dialysis. BUT, this was the standard

protocol being deployed across all hospital ICU's in the USA. This was their way of making it appear everyone died from

Covid-19-induced pneumonia.

Most of these people probably had nothing more than the ku, but were sent home without anything, but a death sentence.

Without treating the ku, many people will develop bronchitis. That's when most people would go to the emergency room, get

retested for Covid-19, get a second false positive, and then get sent to ICU to be "PUT TO SLEEP" literally! All of this was due to

Fauci advising the PCR test to be set to a very high CT count of like 45. None of these people were ever tested for other

coronaviruses or ku. That's why 2020's ku numbers were at record breaking lows! This didn't have to be! The new PCR test

coming out will test for both ku & coronavirus. They could have always been doing this. My wife uses PCR test in her lab all the

time and claims it's nothing to make a PCR test. We should have had the PCR test that would test for both ku and Covid-19

available from DAY ONE! So, it should be very easy to understand why the MSM wasn't covering any of this. They are in on it.

Their biggest sponsors are BIG PHARMA! They only make money if you are sick!
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Ah yes, the great unraveling. Minor adjustment - the WHO with Prof Drosten in Germany, set the pcr ct level at 45. Dr Faust just

did nothing to adjust it down, leaving that detail to others...
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HEAD OF GERMAN HOSPITAL COMMITS SUICIDE-”THERE’S NO VIRUS, IT’S A DICTATORSHIP, DISGUISED.”

bestnewshere.com/head-of-german-hospital-commits-suicide-theres-no-vir..  We have crossed the event horizon of cognitive

destruction brighteon.com/5d45438a-228f-4556-a0b3-875361188203

 ~ www.brighteon.com/new-search?query=hrr&page=1&uploaded=week
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Thank you escallum. What you've pointed out is what Dr Mercola has mentioned in many of his articles over the years. There is

a "revolving door"  between governmental regulatory agencies and large corporations. A CEO or other higher up of a major

corporation, often ends up a few years later, being the head of a governmental regulatory agency (EPA, FDA, etc).  Then if that
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corporation, often ends up a few years later, being the head of a governmental regulatory agency (EPA, FDA, etc).  Then if that

person exhibits enough ability to continue the game of deceit, he or she may Vnd their way back to the corporate world. So

basically we end up with the fox guarding the hen house.
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Has anyone heard of the "Trusted News Initiative"?  This deceptively-named “Trusted News Initiative,” (TNI) is an alliance of

major media outlets and big tech monopolies and was behind the massive censorship experienced during the 2020 U.S.

presidential election. This Orwellian collaborative has  been silencing those questioning the necessity and safety of the Chinese

coronavirus vaccine ever since they started pushing the "vaccines" as was  revealed in a TNI press release published on

December 10, 2020. rairfoundation.com/breaking-left-wing-trusted-news-initiative-will-ban..
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The government of Australia and the security agencies are worried about increase of domestic terrorism coming from Islamic

Communities which are 300000 strong and Sharia law prohibits "vaccination". I have no use for Sharia law but i thing they got it right

on this one. They are not about to petition or sue the government and their approach is compatible with the Founding Fathers.
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Seems to me the Australian government and the other governments around the world are no better or different than the Taliban

and other type of dictorship of the past that the United Nations used to oust. Or perhaps that was just an excuse to get into

other countries and set up their own dark systems and banks.
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The Australian federal government also passed a controversial new law that gives the country's law enforcement agencies more

online surveillance powers. Known as the 2020 Surveillance (Identify and Disrupt) Law Amendment Bill, the bill was approved by

both the federal House of Representatives and the Senate. The new legislation expands the power of law enforcement

agencies, notably the Australian Federal Police (AFP) and the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC). The passage

of the bill has come under scrutiny, and some human rights activists say it is a "draconian" and "extreme" violation of an

individual's right to privacy. The Australian Information Commissioner's Omce (OAIC) has separately raised concerns that these

powers may adversely affect the privacy of large numbers of individuals, including individuals who are not suspected of being

involved in criminal activity. www.theepochtimes.com/australia-passes-sweeping-online-surveillance-bi..  .
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Gui; when tyranny becomes "law", humanity is in serious trouble - and we are!
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I wonder if we identify as Muslim will we receive exemptions?...
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Huh, interesting. Grab some information before it gets scrubbed.

www.yahoo.com/news/bat-virus-shipped-wuhan-laboratory-152601470.html   Smoke may be turning to Vre. Following the strings in

Fraudci's maze leading to where Fraudci & company don't want us to see.
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Thanks Just, a new information with very interesting details. "Lord Ridley said it was" staggering "that more was not being done

by governments around the world to Vnd out the true origin of the pandemic. “We need to Vnd out because we need to prevent it

from happening, and be willing to deter the bad actors who are watching this and saying: 'Oh, I could cause mayhem and get

away with it,'” he said.  In this other article, a previously undisclosed government document claims that three researchers from

the Wuhan Institute of Virology (WIV) who worked on the Wuhan coronavirus became seriously ill in November 2019, just as the

"pandemic" began.

According to new reports in the mainstream media, these three people became so ill that they had to be rushed to hospital for

treatment. This, some say, suggests that the Chinese virus "escaped" from the Petri dish, so to speak, and infected those who

manipulated it to create a biological weapon. www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/intelligence-on-sick-staff-at-wuhan-lab-f..
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Hey Gui, good input as always. Fear, fear, fear. It's not just the tsunami of omcial narrative propaganda for those of us who have

not had the circumstances in life to personally know why Doc Mercola is such a valuable asset. Why there are multiple

alternatives to the omcial we have a pill for that mentality. While the only allowed narrative peddles incomplete & misdirection

information. Kennedy's book is showing just how much has been covered up over Vve decades with Big Pharma & Fraudci in all

our runaway dis-eases.

The Power Structure is peddling fear because They Are Afraid yet blame us as things get worse for everybody and everything

from them not facing their own destructive behavior. It is their fear driving them to cultivate fear in us, it is their fear attempting

to shut down proper public & political discourse because they know - Questions open the mind,  - Statements close the mind.

The whole drive behind the Great Reset is fed by dis-ease fueled by improper medical practices are to close the minds so they

can pursue the vain belief they can own & control everything.

If looked at too closely for their comfort. Just how much difference is there for transmission or death with natural immunity

compared to the Jab/s. Especially when natural immunity beats Jab/s hands down. Decades of proven practice & inexpensive

treatments buried from the light of day. If those had been followed this would have died out like most colds & ku a long time

ago. The scales tip very negatively for Jab/s. The Jab/s biggest success is to fertilize our minds for fear, Power & Control as

they divide & conquer to rule.
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Yes, MSM is losing viewers by the second. They have a lot of really bad actors and I do mean that literally as in "actors". Nothing

they do or say represent journalism. Most of them are straight up activist (actors). They are so bad at it that most 5 year-olds

can understand and see right through their BS. Joy Reed has become emboldened now. Every day she comes on spewing vile

racist rhetoric. At no other time in my life would someone representing a major TV Network be allowed to say what she says

even one time, much less every day. They would have Vred her before she Vnished getting her last racist remarks out. Not

Today!

What's more disturbing is the fact that they don't even seem to care. There's no apologies or admittance of wrong doing unless

your an old white man who exaggerated some things (like being shot at) in the middle east. No harm, no foul. No one was hurt

physically or mentally by Brian Williams exaggerations. But, Joey Reed can spew 100% racist, hatred, and discontent with no

repercussions.

I currently have ABC, CNN, NBC, MSNBC, and HLN blocked and I'm close to blocking FOX NEWS because all they want to do

every evening is replay all the racist remarks said by Joey Reed, Rachael Maddow, Chris Cuomo, and Don Lemon all afternoon.

I'm sick of it! If I wanted to hear a bunch of $HIT come out of someone's mouth I would just squeeze Joe Biden's head. With that

said, I'm getting most of my TV news from OAN and NEWSMAX. They openly dispute the current narratives and even discredit

the vaccines. They've gone as far as showing where the CDC changed the deVnition of a vaccine back in 2020 so they could be

given VACCINE EUA by the FDA in Dec 2020.
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Lord Ridley said [while clutching his pearls] that it was "staggering" that more was not being done by governments around the

world to Vnd out the true origin of the pandemic. “We need to Vnd out because we need to prevent it from happening, and be

willing to deter the bad actors who are watching this and saying: 'Oh, I could cause mayhem and get away with it,'” he said... as

an Honorary Pilgrims Society Member. Matt [Lord] Ridley wrote in May 2020 that "research into the origins of the new

coronavirus raises questions about how it became so infectious in human beings" and included as one possibility "perhaps

laboratories".[73]... perhaps make it part of the CWNS agenda theatre. In 1996, he was a visiting professor at Cold Spring

Harbor [eugenics biowarfare] Laboratory in New York,[16] and in 2006 was awarded an honorary DSc degree.[74]

In 2003, he received an honorary DSc degree from Buckingham University[75] and in 2007, an honorary DCL degree from

Newcastle University.[76] In 2011, the Manhattan Institute awarded Ridley its $50,000 Hayek Prize for his book The Rational

Optimist.  en.wikipedia.org/.../Matt_Ridley   ... goes back a long way...

i1.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/pilgrims-propaganda..  

i1.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/pilgrims-target.jpg..  

aim4truth.org/2019/08/07/the-pilgrims-society-enemy-of-humanity/   stateofthenation.co   Trump Pilgrims

nosilvernationalization.org/187.pdf  The News-Benders (1968) Thirty Minute [CWNS Pilgrims Society] Theatre... in your face

since way before '67/'68. www.youtube.com/watch   The Prisoner (1967)

www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLfYA8mjlI_cw30toz0zm0qzP6P8n_ni3Y
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all this is an attempt to deal with the FEAR that these oligarchs have of the public - Vrst they conspire to gain control of the Zombie

Culture by creating false pandemics - then they want to consolidate their success by closing all the channels of rearguard push back -

rubber stamping laws were the hallmark of both Nazi and Bolshevik strategies to force the regimentation of the populace as BRAIN

DEAD DRONES that OBEY/ OBEY/ OBEY -

the use of legal coercion by the promulgation of legal limitations for human expression is the totalitarian attempt to achieve TOTAL

CONTROL - historically, these draconian measures have always FAILED - human beings do not willingly acquiesce to the Gulag nor its

dour mentality - these latter day killjoys want pleasure to be removed from the public arena and reserved only for those sadistic

pedophiles and similar psychotics that worship the Gods of Power -

power becomes a fantasy of cruelty and humiliation that these psychotics like J Edgar Hoover { A WELL KNOWN CROSS DRESSER},

their sexual peccadilloes and not wait till they die like Jimmy Savile for example - they "suicided" Epstein in a maximum security prison

so that the dirty private lives of these would be legislators could not be revealed - Snake Gates for example was Vngered as one of the

people who suggests the pornography of coercive legality {everybody must be vaccinated on the whole planet/ 8 billion souls} while

being part of Epstein's pornographic circle - the list goes on - power mad sadists want helpless victims that they can exploit and

humiliate - let us look behind these aberrant types and shine a light on their secret hidden activities to expose the PERVERSITY that

lurks in THEIR DARK souls.
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Yes, Stan, the chimera called Covid-19 has fostered and promoted the path of domination over the obedient masses, who

contemplate their destiny with resignation, highlighting the criminal spirit of the planet's leaders. We have the right to freedom

of expression, the right to protest, the right to challenge government irregularities, the right to self-defense, accountability and

transparency in government, privacy, the media, bodily integrity, a government representative of the American people. The

American people are being spied on, subjected to all kinds of intrusions, misinformed, hypnotized due to the Covid process and

the path to the Great Reset. The media are an integral part of this serious problem.

The founders of the IGCD and CCDH are destroyers of the truth of science are an essential part of a fascism that is working

hard in the United States and is spreading under the guise of a virus pandemic. The leaders of these globalist elite associations

are launching a "counteroffensive" against Americans who know what is really going on, and are mostly healthy in heart and

spirit. These plandemic-enriched liars say the only way to stop the spread of the virus, Covid-19, is to launch a high-level

military counteroffensive against people who will not indulge in disease-inducing injections.

People who believe in natural medicine do not like injections containing mercury and human abortion cells, and we especially

do not like Bill Gates gene therapy injections. We do not comply with this invasive medical procedure that could easily be a

means to wipe out the majority of the population. That's why complicit journalists from the pharmaceutical industry, writing for

the CDC, the CCP, and the vaccine industrial complex, are calling for our imprisonment and execution, like CNN darling Peter

Hotez. www.brighteon.com/7f831fef-269d-48bb-96b2-56baa5c43d29
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hi Gui - with reference to Hotez in the context of my insinuation that these would be legislators are sociopath abusers and

morally challenged aberrants - Hotez, please remember while being part of the front line promoters of the vaccination Pharma

cabal also is consumed with the innate psychic grief of possibly being the agent of his daughter's vaccine induced AUTISM -

this  FACT has driven him to publish a book denying complicity - "those that the gods wish to DESTROY, they Vrst drive MAD" -

Hotez is a PATHETIC victim of his own intellectual limitations and wants revenge in order to relieve himself from the burden of

GUILT - hence his bizarre call for the annihilation of anti-vaxxers in Nature magazine
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“….human beings do not willingly acquiesce to the Gulag nor its dour mentality - these latter day killjoys want pleasure to be

removed from the public arena”. One exception to the removal of pleasure - depending of course on how you interpret that word:

the globalists and their local government stooges/puppets do allow the sheople to indulge in their idea of fun sometimes, much

as a parent would take their kiddies to the playpark for roundabouts and swings. A beautiful autumn day in prestigious

architectural surroundings aka our local town centre  - a world heritage site - brought the compliant, masked-up sheople out in

droves yesterday.

If statues could weep, I’m sure the illustrious architects of the past would have been weeping at the sight of tawdry, tat Vlled

Christmas markets and “fun fairs” placed strategically by our local council to blot out the view of one of the most admired main

streets in the world constructed by men of vision and good taste to combine, landscape architecture and nature to maximum

effect. Not against funfairs and Christmas markets but maybe a park somewhere close, of which the city has many would have

served the same purpose, so that the local authority could concentrate on its other duties such as keeping the pavements safe,

clean and litter free.
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hi Cabochon - thank you for the reply - the permission to assemble in the Xmas spirit is most probably a token of the need to

spread a little cash so that the peasantry can feel some inkling of NORMALITY is dawning  - this is make believe - they

untighten the reins so that they can make them even tighter

to continue on the theme of PERVERSITY among the rich and powerful - Kennedy's book has a chapter outlining the pedophilic

abuses that Dr Falsie has used on foster children in the USA and Africa where these children were used in drug experimentation

illegally without guardians permission - those that refused to cooperate were force fed with pipes down their throats - many of

them died - here you have a repeat of Mengele's abuse and cruelty done with American Tax money - this is yet another example

of pedophilic ABUSE by perverse sociopathic rich and powerful types that advocate the Death Shot for 5 to 11 year olds and

now it is revealed that PVzer is experimenting on new born babies with the MRNA Death Shot
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I have read in Political Ponerology that these totalitarian power structures contain the seeds of their own destruction.  We do

see that in history.  However, the CCP seems to be succeeding in their tight control of 1.4 billion people, maybe that will collapse

eventually, it should based on what happened to other similar regimes.
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the real anthony fauci book by JFK jnr is connecting all the dots and worth knowing fauci's 50 years in getting to this point - the control

over many organisations and the funding of many more - its brilliant when you think about it - i urge you to read it - kindle or audio is

available - but do it - educate yourself and others
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Yes, The Real Anthony Fauci” chronicles Fauci’s 50-year tenure at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID), including his long list of failures. The hardcover version is available at Barnes & Noble, Amazon, IndieBound,

Bookshop.org, Target, Walmart, Books-A-Million and at independent booksellers throughout the U.S. and Canada. “Conventional

wisdom holds you can’t have a bestselling book without plenty of media attention” — and no surprise, ‘The Real Anthony Fauci’

has had a near-total news media blackout,” said Kennedy, Children’s Health Defense chairman and chief legal counsel. “Given

that, it feels great to report this good news.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-the-real-anthony-fauci-amaz..
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that, it feels great to report this good news.” childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/rfk-jr-the-real-anthony-fauci-amaz..
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FAUCI, DEAD ORPHANS, AIDS DRUG TRIALS, AND THE LIES. by Jon Rappoport “In 2009, the Times admitted that many children

had died – but the VERA Institute, hired to ‘investigate’ the trials, was also forbidden from looking at medical records. Their

‘investigator’ also refused to take data from me on the trials – lists of the trials themselves, the drugs used, and their recorded

‘black box’ warnings. In a follow-up interview with Vera Myles of WBAI, the head of the VERA Institute admitted that many more

children had died.” blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/11/22/fauci-dead-orphans-aids-drug-trials..  (November 19, 2021)
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM
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I've purchased some for gifts, but it's too distressing for me. The information provided by Mercola along with the many links to

relevant articles, videos is much appreciated and has given me a pretty detailed summary of the entire horror story.  I do hope

Fauci is dealt with appropriately for all our sakes, and especially to reward RFK jnr for his tireless work with CHD and in writing

the book The Real Anthony Fauci.
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N_caywoman
Joined On 6/12/2009 1:08:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A little bit of History.  The Inquisition and the censorship of science in early modern Europe. Four centuries ago, the idea of a

heliocentric solar system was so controversial that the Catholic Church classiVed it as a heresy, and warned the Italian astronomer

Galileo Galilei to abandon it. Galieo’s book was banned, and he was sentenced to a light regimen of penance and imprisonment. What

is the difference between Catholic inquisitors and he International Grand Committee on Disinformation?
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

N_...Your art-pic of serenity is the best medicine.  Never lose the joys of the holidays or personal equanimity.  As we protest

lockdowns and sick-shots, maybe not use violence only to be met with more violence...Throw kowers and cookies at the police;

they will chill and reconsider their real "Andy of Mayberry" role in society.
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

caywoman - twenty years before they forced Galileo to recant the burnt the great Bruno at the stake for declaring the same idea

that his appropriator Galileo was allowed to recant
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although it feels as though the net is tightening around the awake amongst us, I was heartened to listen to an interview with Dr. Martin

yesterday.  His comforting words that 'they have already failed' resonates and has re-energised me.  I truly believe that the perpetrators

of this horriVc agenda will 'pay the price' for what they are doing and they will not and must not win this battle.
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EmilyHarbour
Joined On 7/25/2021 5:51:47 AM
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I never thought vigilante groups were necessarily a good idea until recently. Perhaps we could export these evils to Dignitas.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will never happen. If it were true or even possible that these people would ever be held accountable then Bush Jr would be in

prison for allowing the taliban to to attack the USA on its home soil. They knew weeks in advance of the upcoming threat and

purposely blew it off. Bush wanted this to happen because it would give him the public support he needed to go back to Iraq and

Vnish the war his father had started over "weapons of mass destruction" (WMD's). There's not one single investigation into this.

Then Hillary and Bill Clinton would have been indicted on SEVERAL charges starting with one of the most famous real-estate

fraud scams in US history!  The Whitewater scandal was huge and had Hillary and Bill Clinton's names all over it. They were the

two main conspirators! With Bill as Governor and Hillary being a lawyer for a major law frim they were able to rewrite the

realestate laws so that it was legal to "reposes" a home that was 1 day late on a mortgage payment.

They created a fake Bank/Savings-N-Loan company with the McDugals (real-estate mogul) that would basically act as both a

shill and a fall-guy to protect the Clinton's. Everyone involved, including the Lt. Gov. of Arkansas, under Bill Clinton, eventually

ended up in prison. Years went buy and none of them would testify against the Clinton's except the McDugal's daughter, Susan

McDugal. They fried her brain with psychotic drugs and then declared her mentally insane/incompetent/schizophrenic so she

would never be considered Vt for testifying.

Finally, the rest of those that were incarcerated decided it was time to testify against the Clintons. They all died before they had

their day in court. Kind of like how Epstein died in prison while surrounded by guards and no one knows how he killed himself.

The Clintons were suspects of the child sex ring Epstein was running and they were afraid he would plea bargain and call the

Clintons out. So Hillary had him killed. It goes on and on with no consequences..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wouldn't be so animate about the Bush conspiracy had I not predicted it. I predicted it they day he announced he was running

for president. I was in the National Guard at the time and everyone knew I was a conservative. However, I was telling everyone

to vote for Al Gore. Everyone was blown away that I voted AGAINST Bush even though I do not support the Global Warming BS

Al Gore based his campaign on! I told everyone, from day one of Bush's campaign, that the only reason he was running for

president was to go to war with Iraq. Everyone thought I was nuts! I voted for Al Gore for that reason. I voted against Bush on his

second term for the same reason.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Articles such as this one -- which, in the past, I would have shared widely in hopes of awakening others -- remind me of the "connect

the dots" pictures I used to do as a child. I would connect the dots in logical numerical order to reveal an obvious and recognizable

image while others of my peers would end up with some sort of Frankendrawing because they got the numbers out of order or couldn't

discern which number went with which dot. I Vnd it rather depressing to see that, all these years later, little has changed among my

peers with respect to their dot connecting abilities.
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jamNjim
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No kidding! Just go to worldometers.com and look at their Covid-19 stats. Pick any country and look at the days/weeks they

had huge spikes in covid-19 deaths and infections. They are the EXACT same days they did their vaccine rollouts. The USA's

worst day came just days after they got the vaccines available to every nursing home in the USA which was NLT mid-Jan. The

next Spike occurred when they began the inoculation of all those under the age of 65. The next spike occurred right  after the

second shot. The next spike occurred right after the seniors that survived the Jan-Jab got their booster in August.

Now were are seeing another spike that coincides with the booster shot for all those under 65. All of these deaths are being

labeled Covid-19 deaths. It's like I'm the only person who sees this and thinks there's a connection between these so-called

covid-19 jabs and the massive spike in deaths that start immediately the same day! It's mind blowing! How can we survive as a

society, going forward, if everyone is this F'N STUPID and blind to the obvious? Remember in Kindergarten when you played the

"which one doesn't belong here". These people would FAIL that 4 year old game!
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim, thanks for the site recommendation. I tried to access worldometers but it gave me a message about security checks.

Tried with a tor browser and it just gave me a screen for contacting the site owner. Any suggestions?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good_Hands; TOR is a security oriented browser and as such, blocks many sites. I use three different browsers in

Linux...Firefox, Brave and Opera. I receive warnings about certain sites; although, for the most part, I can still reach the site,

unless there is some other problem, possibly at the other end. Also, the Search Engine being used, is deVnitely a factor.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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JamNjim, The game is GREED, most kindergardeners are unaware of nasty taste of overt corporate greed. PVzer has been intent

on setting up a repeat income stream for now and into the future. Looks like mandated kids vaccn market insumcient for their

needs. They refer to  deaths occurring within a few days, often 48 hrs after each jab as "an acceptable level" (since when are

deaths from their products acceptable? ALL their products? Are they digging their own grave?). And they are wrong, morally,

ethically and for this acceptable deaths statement - - - Americans were kooding Dr Fauci's omce line with the beagle dog

studies, what happens when they learn about "massive levels" of acceptable deaths being swept under the carpet for few to

see.

What happens when powerful corporations are hungry. Especially those with no product liability, involved in public/private

partnerships with govt support on all sides. Overly powerful corporations are dangerous entities when walking a very thin line

(and PVzer was not making much proVt, or returning much to shareholders for the past 10 years, with little hope in sight).

And Moderna never had any safe product or income stream or anything but a promise to investors. They were stuck without

being able to get through animal trials (not on their shots, their focus was on cancer treatments) in 2017. Looks like Dr. Fauci

orchestrated the "hail Mary pass" Moderna was waiting for, by waiving requirements for any animal trials on these trials. Unsafe

at any speed comes to mind, unbridled capitalism in full view, as legal beagles are on the scent of these public/private

partnership deceptions. And more blood kows for each booster too.
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Real, if they get everyone in all age groups JABBED there will be no age group to compare against.

Good_Hands, as Randy said, try Firefox. That's what I'm on right now. It's not the best for searching for hard to Vnd research (too

much censorship), but if you already know what you are looking for you can type it in their search engine and it comes right up.

DuckDuckGo is another one. If I don't know exactly what key words to type in I use Duck. Here's a link. I would open a Firefox

browser and insert it directly rather than clicking on it: www.worldometers.info/.../us  

I already included the shortcut to the US's statistics. Just scroll down to near the bottom of the page wear the "Daily New Cases"

are shown on a graph. Every major spike you see on that graph except the 1st one in March 2020 coincides with either vaccine

start dates or booster start dates. Note that these are COVID-19 deaths, not vaccine deaths, but the deaths are happening on

the same days everyone is getting jabbed! It's unbelievable that no one is seeing this except a few of us on this forum. It's mind

boggling! I'm ready to just give up
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jamNjim, if they jab everyone, there may be no way for the virus to leave!! The kids have the strongest innate immune system,

this is needed to destroy the virus. Meanwhile, as if on cue, they are jabbing kids. Did you listen to the Highwire show where

Geert VanDen Bossche explains the population effect, something that appears missing from most of the planning. If not, msg

me for the link. Later.
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GrasshopperMoon\ower
Joined On 10/31/2021 2:16:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When I tried to speak in public comment at an s f taxi commission meeting in 2007 about the true events of 9-11-01 the taxi

commission cut off my mic Since Aaron Peskin ( now he's in recovery, ) he pushed thru prop A on the voters that subsumed the taxi

commission under the MTA to improve bus service at the cost of the cab drivers Then along came Uber and Lyft They had already

destroyed my life when I ran for mayor of s f and went to jail because of that There was now no forum for public comment on the

destruction of  the entire s f taxicab industry which proceeded apace while the new MTA was selling worthless medallions to suckers

at a quarter million apiece Lesson is Vrst destroy any meaningful freedom. Of speech Then let the tech whores take over everything

Then destroy everything with a pre-planned sckamdemic Then install ScKamala (sic) as the new president But she got the whole world

not just  shitty s f
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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As in ae911truth.org (architects and engineers 911 truth dot organization)?
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is important to recognize that "fact checking" is not about checking facts. It is about checking - blocking - ideas and in actual

implementation quickly becomes about blocking people like Mercola and others.  No fact checkers are interested in understanding

Mercola's book, in correcting possible errors and moving the concepts forward to create a science of curing COVID. They want to kill it.

Our current bureaucracies of medicine are entirely corporate, with proVt goals not health goals. They love "prevention is better than

cure" because prevention sells - even when it fails to cure - and many cures end the stream of income from an illness. Mercola rarely

uses the word cure and has little understanding of the basics of cure, as presented in the book A New Theory of Cure - but many of his

recommendations actually move us towards cures. Those kinds of ideas are dangerous. They must be censored before they grow and

become a danger to "residual income" (income without real work) that corporations rely on to survive and grow.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are the largely ineffective COVID injections a massive corporate welfare project?
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ElectionFraudInvestigator: close. Vaccines and boosters are residual income. Unsuccessful vaccines lead directly to more of

the same. More patent medicines, more residual income. If we actually CURE COVID, that would cut off the kow.
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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These articles are of interest. In an industry where active ingredients are often bought in bulk for pennies and sold in milligrams

for dollars, the patent is more than just the product. It is a license to print money. It's especially outrageous given that American

taxpayers, in addition to paying for expensive drugs at the pharmacy, actually spend a huge amount on subsidies, patents, and

market protections for the beneVt of drug companies. They also pay tens of billions each year in the form of

government-funded basic and applied pharmaceutical research and drug development done at organizations like the NIH, all of
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government-funded basic and applied pharmaceutical research and drug development done at organizations like the NIH, all of

which Big Pharma uses.

“The pharmaceutical industry in the United States is largely socialized, especially in the early stages of the drug development

process, when basic research paves the way for medical breakthroughs. Of the 210 drugs approved for marketing by the FDA

between 2010 and 2016, all originated from research conducted in government laboratories or university laboratories funded in

large part by the National Institutes of Health.

A growing proportion of the main beneVciaries have been industry executives and major shareholders. These two groups

received 99 percent of the proVts. It's a system built by and for Wall Street, building on a base of $ 33 billion in annual

taxpayer-funded research. The current crisis in prices and access to medicines, as well as a calmer but no less serious crisis in

medicine innovation, is the result of decades of regulatory negligence and corporate capture

newrepublic.com/.../big-pharma-captured-one-percent

 ~ www.nbcnews.com/think/opinion/prescription-drug-costs-americans-are-sk..
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Good point, I will from here on in refer to them more accurately as 'fact blockers.'
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The vaccines can help sell more heart treatments. And fertility treatments too. And hormone treatments for all the children.
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sio6474: "information blockers" is a bit more accurate. They check facts to block information.
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I cannot get over the fact that people world wide are STILL in this disgraceful quagmire.  Still believing that the vaccines will keep

them healthy.  Still following orders because of fear.  Is it the magnetic waves that are having an affect on our brains, to the point that

we are getting confused with the simple truth?  There are so many of us and so few of them, so what is the problem...? Schwab is the

one that must go Vrst!  Wake up people!!
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Milgram obedience?
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I think they are in the majority actually.  Also, many people are skilled at self deception in many areas of their lives, and so truth

is not a priority for them.  That is why they are able to so easily comply with the global deception, it is not fear so much at this

point, because everyone can see people are not dropping like kies from the respiratory virus, and it is only dangerous for the

vulnerable.  Their own political ideologies and desire to be viewed as 'good' rather than 'true'  is keeping this going, it has

nothing to do with science and health.
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sio6474, not sure what's going on with the non leftists I hang around. None are that scared of the virus but they are clueless as

to how bad things are around the world and even outside our area. No masks in the churches or small businesses where I live.

Even the DG doesn't have anyone wearing them. There's a face shield at the cash register. Still concerned about all my friends

and family taking these shots. They say, "I want to go to Canada to do missions work." Or, "I want to go abroad this summer." "My

college requires it." "My real estate company made me get one." I voice worries about the lack of privacy at having to show

health records everywhere and get laughed at, ignored, or scolded for my negativity and paranoia. Actually it's just my family

that does that. I've persuaded two friends not to get jabbed. So it's not futile. And it works best one on one. The real reason they

want us locked down and censored through our only means of communicating.
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The CCDH and its allied orgs will NOT make a distinction between the terms  "anti-vaxxer" and "pro-safe vaccine". Why not? This fault

obviously indicates how fearful they are of the power of words...their hypnosis of getting the "world economy back on track" takes

priority over everything else, including any discussion of both the known and unknown long-term effects of any EUA covid "vaccine".
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They go on like this and there will be no economy as we know it - which is the whole dark sinister point. Every Vnger points at

the Bilderberg Group, from Gates, to the Vatican, to Heads of State. Read the Davos guest list and note the speakers. I have said

that I have been aware of this plan since 2003, actually I Vrst became aware of the shadowy Bilderberg in 1989. I was a young

investment banker/analyst.
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CMT367 Ah, the CCDH - Centre for Co-ordinating Disinformation Headlines. I make a point of welcoming any of them when

commenting at a news page. It usually manages to bring at least one angry response out of the supposed genuine commenters.

They are easy to wind up and identify. I would assume that at least one or two are monitoring these pages.(Hi guys!)  More

disturbing is their link to the  current UK opposition party: New New Labour as we like to call them.    I notice also that Google is

reluctant to provide results on the IGCD. The giveaway for these creeps is the use of mealy-mouthed words 'misinformation' and

'disinformation', rarely heard in normal speech. They are too aware of their own insecure base to use 'lies' or 'liars'.
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The power of words, indeed, CMT.  There is no more powerful tool than language which is why the totalitarian mindset fears and

censors it.  Pipblanc, you were probably the one who reminded me some time ago that I had missed out the Bilderberg group

from a list of globalist and banking fraternity conspirators seeking to subjugate the world’s population as part of Schwab/Gates

Great Reset. A bit late in the day, in yesterday’s comments page, I also suggested names for your inkuential personality idea but

the problem, as I see it, is still the Gates bribery of msm sources and the fact that the minds of thr herd you wish to inkuence

are controlled by msm.
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We are insane ourselves to expect those who manipulate for power and greed, to be just and kind on any level.  Expect the worst

of them and you will be correct.
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Pipblanc check out Pam Poppler on Rumble or her Wellnesshealthforum.org. Gab.com is a great site for networking and

Andrew Torbe has some great ideas in articles. Also John Busch on Odysee who founded the Freedom Cells network A society

in a society is what we need. Haclav wrote about it in his The Power of the Powerless. Available for free online in PDF form. 80

pages. With its own economy. Even if its just barter, trade and coupons.
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jamNjim I agree that it may never happen, however, given the growing number of people who are becoming awake to this agenda,

millions of protesters across the UK on Saturday, the Netherlands, Austria, Italy, France, Ireland, Croatia and more, we are on to them.

 They have overplayed their hand. Lawyers such as, Reiner Fuellmich and Anna de Buisseret here in the UK will be challenging the

perpetrators.  Nearly 80% of schools allowing children to be jabbed on their premises here in the UK have been served legally and are

now legally liable and will get what's coming to them. The main protagonists here in the UK have also been served and will not evade

justice.  It's only a matter of time.
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I hope you're right. I think this is all part of the great reset and no matter what, they will keep shoving this down our throats. We

have no legal grounds in the USA against vaccines except the constitution and our guns. Vaccine manufacturers are exempt

from any liability. Our only weapon against tyranny is a bullet.  As soon as the Democrats can Vgure out how to take our guns

away they will move in and take over. It will look like Groundhog Day in Australia.

The vaccine mandate/passport is a social credit system they will use to determine who is "mentally Vt" to own a gun. You will

have to get "certiVed" and it will most likely copy Australia's system of gun control. A prerequisite to any certiVcation process

will include veriVcation of vaccine status. No vaccine means no certiVcation. From there, they will issue search warrants and

they will conVscate the weapons of all those that are unvaccinated. Once they accomplish that, the great reset will commence.

The alliances of the USA participating in this reset are  already WAY ahead of us. This would also explain the strange sense of

urgency of our Democrat congressmen. There must be a timeline set to have this done and the USA is obviously way behind

everyone else on this.
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That's but one aspect.  Then there is this more sinister news from Elana Freeland - https://rumble.com/c/c-1219704
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I highly value this site and thank God there are a few places where truth seekers can turn.  Nonetheless, I believe we must be mindful

of the enemy's "divide and conquer" strategy, as it effectively distracts attention away from the dictatorial evildoers and places it on

their mercenary minions.  Undoubtedly, Democrats have currently taken the lead on Vnalizing freedom's reign.  Yet, we must remember

that certain Republican presidents provided the groundwork for the current environment to occur (e.g. Reagan's 1986 vaccine liability

shield, giving Big Pharma carte blanche to aggressively distribute harmful products devoid of accountability; Bush Senior's New World

Order philosophical beliefs and 1991 promo speech;, Bush Junior's attack on the Middle East and ushering in of the Patriot Act;

Trump's 2020 lockdowns and Operation Warp Speed edict), etc.  Instead of a heading reading "U.S. Democrats Attack Free Speech,"

perhaps one saying "Key Players in Both The Republican and Democratic Parties Have Sold Their Souls to Nefarious Forces, and Each

Side Is Periodically Playing The Good Cop/Bad Cop Role To Further Deceive The People and Usher in Unbridled Tyranny."  I think the

latter more fully describes what is really going on.
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That's correct Easy to forget Trump locked it all down after London locked down our shitty  on 3-11-2020 which made it much

shittier Both the demonicans and republicrats  are to blame for this mess and we are in deep holy evil hell doo Doo Without

freedom to speak we are stuck in ***
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So true, important to keep that in mind, although the democrats are currently the party leading the way in crushing freedom!
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GrasshopperMoonkower, the idea that Trump is our savior and coming with his cavalry of white hats to save us is a pernicious

notion. I speak as a Christian libertarian who voted for the man. (He seemed the lesser of two evils.) It wouldn't surprise me if

QAnon is run by the Deep State. By "trusting the plan" lots of people are lulled out of doing anything. Like the Pre Trib Rapture

crowd in organized religion.
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Trump never locked anything down. The president doesn't even have that authority. Where are you getting this

propaganda...MSNBC??? The CDC "GUIDELINES" encouraged lock-downs, masks, social distancing, testing, and vaccines. None

of that was EVER MANDATED at the Federal Level. Trump was anti-lockdown. He insisted everyone should go back to work just

like Florida Governor Desantis has been saying for the last 18 months. STATE AND LOCAL governmental omcials are the ones

that imposed the lockdowns, NOT TRUMP!

So, if you have a problem with these lockdowns you need to contact your city/county MAYOR! And what does Operation Warp

Speed have to do with any of this? Operation warp speed isn't a law or bill that was passed. Any part of it can be halted by the

current administration or Joe Biden himself.  They took money money that was already there for EMERGENCY use in the event

of something like a PANDEMIC and spent it on developing coronavirus vaccines. Comparing that to the Patriot Act or or the

1986 Vaccine Liability Shield is like comparing peanut butter to plastic explosives (C4). Obviously, Biden likes Warp Speed or he

would have killed it just like he did all the pipe lines and the wall.
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www.youtube.com/watch  Jam, Trump claimed he had the power to override state lockdowns but never did, I have never

experienced such conVning circumstances  under another president's tenure.  You may be willing to write the man a pass

because you have an "us against them" mentality, but I can not.  Clearly, I know there are nefarious forces at work that "trump" a

president's authority.  Nonetheless, if we go down that road, we can then excuse Biden's sins, and I have no intentions of doing

that, either.  The above video makes clear Trump's love for Operation Warp Speed and Big Pharma.  Sadly, many people have

been injured and died because of Trump's "the vaccine is safe" assertion.  Pure and simple, he, Biden, and many others have

blood on their hands.
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The high proVt, Medical Industrial Complex often misleads.
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“I am praying the rest of the country wakes up from this psychosis that has taken over. Is it too much to ask for a little common sense

and bodily autonomy? In a sane society, a personal decision …would not warrant …even an explanation ….But we do not live in a sane

society….COVID-19 does not pose a statistically meaningful threat to my life. I have a 99.97 percent chance of survival.”

‘Truth is the Vrst casualty of war’, said someone wise.  In trying to tell the truth, one journalist explained why she will not be accepting

the C-19 “vaccine.  Meanwhile the longest article on CHD so far was on lawsuits regarding illegal vaccine mandates in the U.S. While

Mainstream media claim these will not succeed and judges are upholding the vax mandates, even msm  has been forced to admit the

Supreme Court will eventually be involved. The truth is results are mixed and many organisations are supporting legal action against

the mandates. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..

 ~ childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/lisa-boothe-newsweek-covid-vaccine..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Cabochon, yes, I also published the Vrst link. Court Deals New Blow to ‘Fatally Flawed’ Biden Vaccine Mandates. Even as

the court upheld its earlier decision last week banning the enforcement of the Biden administration's employer vaccine

mandates, the mainstream media continues to present the many federal, state and local legal challenges to vaccine mandates

at best. likely to be successful. On November 12, the US Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit barred the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration (OSHA) from enforcing, "pending proper judicial review" of a motion for a permanent injunction, the

Biden administration's COVID vaccine mandate for private companies with more than 99 employees.

CHD President and Legal Counsel Mary Holland had this to say about the latest ruling: “Many lawsuits brought by different

actors now compete for hearings in the court of appeals. The stakes are high, and so far the Biden Administration is losing the

constitutionality of its term campaign. "

More than half (26) of US state attorneys general have Vled lawsuits against the Biden administration's vaccine requirement for

private companies and federal contractors in their respective states. "The federal government does not have the authority to

unilaterally force private employers to require their employees to be vaccinated or pay the bill for weekly testing," said Missouri

Attorney General Eric Schmitt. More statements from the attorneys and governors in the link

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/biden-administration-covid-vaccine..  (11/16/21)
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Cabochon,  ITS A SYNTHETIC FABRICATION OF PROTECTION. So many issues, so little time. Seems the COVID recovered are

developing ever increasing immunity over time, after recovering whereas vaxxed people are experiencing ever-waning synthetic

immunity. It appears Germany is treating these groups equally, "COVID: Germany faces ′national emergency′ | News | DW |

19.11.2021"  www.dw.com/en/covid-germany-faces-national-emergency/a-59873728  - note the COVID recovered AND the

vaxxed can enter restaurants and go shopping.

Whereas the US CDC is bound by Vnancial pressure and determined to shoot-up everyone with genetic drug therapy regardless

of status. Yet another agency captured, with their former head Dr. Julie Gerberding now on the board of the Gates Foundation.

So much for caring about health. In the US, estimates are about 1 million may be COVID recovered, and the COVID recovered are

the ones with the worst reactions to the shots/jabs. And without "sterilizing" shots, the vaxxed will continue passing the virus

among themselves. Nothing much will change.

AT the same time, we have a historical view of the Bilderberg Group and the US eugenics program here:  "2006 Bilderberg

Meeting - FULL DOCUMENTARY - Endgame - Blueprint For Global Enslavement - Alex Jones"

www.bitchute.com/.../MxdcsNnclBon  - NOTE - this documentary is over 2 hrs long, historical tracing back to the early - mid

1800's. Funny how several Canadians Alex interviewed seemed aware of this group's existence.However, most Americans had

no idea this has been going on, openly since Henry Kissinger refueled this Vre in the mid-1970's. They either thought Alex was

joking or a crackpot. NOT! Alex has been watching this movement unfold for 25 years or so, mostly spot-on in his assessments.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Is it too much to ask for a little common sense and bodily autonomy?". Apparently, yes! People have different

perspectives/perceptions. What I perceive, is this society collapsing more each day, in many different ways. The global PsyOps

is multi-faceted. All this, over one insigniVcant virus, when we already have millions of them in our bodies! Viruses and bacteria

can not be "eradicated". They are crucial to the survival of humanity. Many "humans"...not so much!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CONSERVATIVE-MAJORITY COURT CHOSEN TO DECIDE ON BIDEN’S PRIVATE EMPLOYER VACCINE MANDATE “It’s not good

news for Biden,” Lawrence Gostin, director of the O’Neill Institute for National and Global Health Law, wrote on Twitter.

www.theepochtimes.com/mkt_morningbrief/conservative-majority-court-cho..  (Nov 16, 2021)
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most revelatory aspect of the Newsweek opinion piece was that Newsweek was able to publish it at all!
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The newsweek link is here, including the statement ""The vaccine helps protect the vaccinated from dying, but it does not

protect the vaccinated from either getting or spreading COVID. In other words, it seems clear to many of us that the vaccine is a

personal health beneVt, not a public health beneVt. Therefore, whether to get vaccinated is a profoundly personal decision, not a

public health decision. And not everyone is high-risk. There is a more than a thousand-fold difference in the risk of mortality

between the old and young."
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds to me like a load of prevarication and deliberate obfuscation by the judiciary or the system in order to delay or avoid due

legal process, Guillermou.  Either a mandate is legal under the Constitution or it is not and if not, then the queue awaiting a

hearing should get even longer and hopefully one successful test case will inkuence the others. It was always a matter of

conjecture as to whether laws can be imposed from federal government in the way Biden assumes or perhaps he is relying on

public or employer ignorance.

Similarly, in the UK, many assume that mandates from central Government are legal which they may only be so in emergency

situations or not at all in any situation. Where ignorance is bliss, ‘tis folly to be wise. I can think of another ranting and raving

demagogue in recent history who tried the same kind of tricks. Synthetic fabrication of protection - no less, rrealrose, than you

would expect from a “vaccine” that isn’t, a pandemic that never was,  and an unidentiVed infectious agent concocted in a

laboratory.  Why does our everyday language require so many different words that describe an imaginary state?   I guess one lie

requires another and yet another to cover up the Vrst one - will the whole ediVce come tumbling down like a pack of cards? I am

reminded of the nursery rhyme about the House that Jack built.

The vaxxed may continue to infect each other and also presumably those never infected?  As you say, so many issues, so little

time, rrealrose. I could build a career out of the research into these lies alone. But hopefully eventually a book will emerge since

Boris threatens to imprison those spreading “misinformation” on line. There - another addition to the ever growing glossary of

words denoting  absence of truth or as Alice found, words mean whatever you want them to mean. One good thing  from the

whole sh*t- show: we are wiser than before on who rules us.  I will watch the  video and learn - appreciate the links, thanks!
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Cabochon
Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, Randyfast, understanding the role of bacteria and viruses in human physiology is still ongoing and we know so much

more now than even 20 years ago. I was in the States in 2008 when the great microbiome project information began to be

released and incorporated into the body of knowledge that informed natural medicine. It has come on leaps and bounds since

then of course. As to the limitations of the planet to support increasing numbers of humans, I would be happy if the proposed

depopulation or genocide agenda could begin with culling the one per cent who seek to enslave the 99 per cent. A joyful

thought.

It struck me, too, schwabienmail, that Newsweek, hardly noted for its up to date science but nevertheless a triumph for a

refreshing bit of honesty from one journalist at least. Its recent feature on face coverings was unscientiVc and said nothing

about them as a powerful and universal  symbol of compliance, censorship and shutting down of freedom of speech, which is

why I never wear one.  But as you report, versatile, at least Newsweek printed some common sense on the subject of mRNA

injection risk.  If it is not a public health beneVt, then the business of being vaxxed, as Novak Jokovic stated, is nobody’s

business but your own.
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Live free or die.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can't get the book The Real Anthony Fauci -- out of stock. Anybody know where I can buy it?
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mjnelson999
Joined On 11/8/2019 4:52:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get your Ivermectin and keep it on hand since I read it is not being sold as broadly as it used to be. DO NOT believe the FDA (or

whoever) that said Ivermectin does not work on Covid. BUT Merck made a stronger similar and $$$$ that "works".
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Watch all of this BEFORE you make any stupid comments....27 chapters... And you will know that we as past students of the

Government Controlled 'Forced 'Education" that was RAMMED into our heads.....and even the same lies are rammed into every

students brain TODAY.the same LIES and much More.... watch this all 27 chapters..than make a comment..  

thegreateststorynevertold.tv     half way down you will Vnd 27 chapters.....watch the entire thing....take about 7 hours
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chiamiller
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:56:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guill, I saw your post about Bill VanderZalm on Lifesite News and I am ONE proud daughter.  :-) His interview went viral as it was also

on Infowars.  He is 87 but has always been a freedom Vghter. He also has brought attention to chem trails  (numbers interviews in the

states and a short appearance in Dane Wiggington's Vlm 'The Dimming.'  Also, he fought smart meters knowing they were spy meters.

He can only say so much and go so far as he isn't a young man, and in this communist country we're in, caution is warranted ...but he

bravely went as far as he felt he could go with his words. These are the men we need in these times.
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looking at the continuous rise of Bill Gates' company's stock Microsoft, my overall reaction has been: Why are people still investing in

Bill Gates' company esp at this stage of the game of global plannedemic? (Most) people here are greedy, lack principle, and are

basically stupid! And they get what they deserve! Instead of divesting away from him they want to proVt on one who is killing them and

Earth via Climate tech, viruses and vaccines, farmlands, etc. and making him even richer that gives him even more chips to play with.

Vnance.yahoo.com/.../MSFT
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One world government is on it's way, freedom of speech, religion is keeting!
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Carlsdad
Joined On 3/28/2021 7:50:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am totally perplexed when I see so many people walking around, here in the UK, particularly in supermarkets, wearing masks, even

though this is no longer a legal requirement. One thing that it does tell me, brain-washing works.
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM
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mailchi.mp/.../bidennumbers   Ron Paul's Weekly Column.   Biden's Numbers Tank...as US Rattles Sabres at Russia. "Nov 22 -

President Biden’s approval numbers are dropping like lead. According to a Quinnipiac University poll released last week, only 36

percent of Americans approve of Biden’s performance as president. From Covid, to the economy, to foreign policy, Biden’s numbers are

in the tank. Three out of four Americans are dissatisVed with the way things are going in the country today." To be honest, sometimes I

wonder if why we have too many wars is due to the prevalence of men in the military, etc.  But then I think of Hillary Clinton and I think,

NO!!!  ...That clip of her when she thought it was hilarious that Ghadam had died was unconscionable and in that respect she has few

peers.
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Retsbew
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mailchi.mp/590686ae4964/fauci-calls-for-all-infants-to-be-jabbed-by-20..   FAUCI HOPES TO VACCINATE BABIES BY EARLY 2022

Chief Medical Advisor to the POTUS Anthony Fauci says that American babies and toddlers could receive the COVID vaccine by the

Vrst quarter of 2022, assuming everything goes according to plan. "Hopefully, within a reasonably short period of time, likely the

beginning of next year in 2022, in the Vrst quarter of 2022, it will be available to them," Fauci told Business Insider." This is from

journalist, Keean Bexte, who amicably went from Rebel News Canada to start The Counter Signal.  He has excellent skills, is very

innovative and maintains his calm in some tough situations.  I'd be worried if I was his mother...   The only way to classify this is that it

is insane.  We pay taxes for police, military, etc., why are these people like Fauci still at large?
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wjanis
Joined On 7/19/2021 5:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Omidyar also owns The Intercept - once an award winning and trusted alt-news platform with Glenn Greenwald who  broke Snowden

story etc.  It became so insanely toxic PC and woke that Greenwald (co-founder) was forced to take  a very hostile exit and went indy

to Substack.  This billionaire gremlin's job is to wreak havoc on free speech.  Kind of the "Stripe" of the censorship brigade.
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NOTHING can stop the sales of RFK Jr's new book! It's #1 in every format! I got another friend to buy it last night. As far as I'm

concerned, Anthony Fauci is indicted by page 30. xoxooxo
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Jackieh1965
Joined On 7/10/2016 4:35:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

jamNjim you're spot on the pharmaceutical companies are not liable which is why liability has now been placed on organisations, such

as, schools, doctors, nurses, the media, politicians etc., to try to make it as dimcult as possible for them to act on big pharma's behalf

without it hitting them legally and Vnancially and to hopefully 'encourage' facilitators that it is not in their interests. Anna de Buisseret
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(Barrister) is adamant that those perpetrating these crimes against humanity will swing and that any excuses made, such as, "I was

only doing what I was told to do", or "I was only doing my job" will not cut it. Unlike the USA very few here in Europe have guns which is

why riots are starting to occur when protesting.

Dr Martin did mention that those behind 'the great reset' only have until 2026 to wipe out all debts and introduce digital ID because

after that date they cannot hide their theft/crimes which will be obvious for all to see.  I am trying to stay positive and hold the line and

I won't comply because I can see no other way for us to stop this horrendous agenda.  I have tried to inform others, but many still

cannot see.  However, I have changed the way I communicate and I introduce gentle cues, queries and questions which has worked in

nudging others to become more engaged and I can see the cogs turning, and in some their indignation rises to top when the penny

drops.  I think another key tactic is to use the same as the perpetrators - neurolinguistic programming (NLP) and psychological

methods, also the use of memes, cartoons and visuals are extremely useful in sowing that seed in the minds of those who are not yet

awake.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Attack on Free Speech?  It is coming, as usual, from many directions.

 www.technocracy.news/aspen-institutes-orwellian-commission-on-controll..   "However, the most chilling aspect of the report is the

obvious invitation for greater forms of censorship. It calls for the government to become involved in combatting misinformation, the

scourge of free speech and an invitation for state controls over speech. Ironically, there is no need for such direct government

involvement when social media companies are acting as the equivalent of a state media in the censorship of public debates."
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know all of the corrupt government agencies and cowardly representatives are just combing through these comments :) You're

not truly living unless you're on a list somewhere.
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Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Free speech isn't free, but it's worth whatever the price.
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wpmars
Joined On 9/7/2013 3:32:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The bottom line is that we elderly may be composted before our time is due. Seattle is trying to make that a new reality I think. Bad

information is discouraging but Facebook kid employees living in the jungles of kenya, need not stamp out everything and anything

from a person that lives a few miles from the Brooking Institute. For example.
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Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those having trouble getting to worldometer.com, it seems to be accessible via Epic browser.  Other searches appear to be blocked

or derailed. Bstds.
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propel7
Joined On 5/14/2021 3:23:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The BRITISH Windsor/Rothschild bankers are the SOURCE of ALL oppression upon mankind, for the past 150 years, at least. They are

no more than a Rabid Dog, who's time has come to be PUT DOWN - straight down to hell.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Haha just Google "Japan" and "Ivermectin" right now and see what comes up if you want a glaring real world real time example of

censorship, vis a vis a total blackout of one whole side of reality! Keep this in mind 30 years ago the internet as such didn't even exist,

and television and the media have always been pure propaganda from the crappiest sitcom to the most glaring NYT headline. So all of

this censorship and falsity exists in the digital world, not in the world on the streets. What we are seeing in Europe is a Chasm starting

to develop between the digitaltized world of the government/media and the actual world on the street.

I see this all the time in my own life, this chasm, the vaxxed who haven't fallen into total psychosis are starting to see that all of this is

completely overwrought, and the unvaxxed are getting more pissed off everyday! So when you fold your computer screen and turn off

your TV all of the pasty-faced propagandists immediately disappear! And then everyone is at the Level Playing Field of the Street. We

are still wild Earthly creatures! If we move to different stages of this game it is the elites who have everything to lose. I am not sure

how much digitalized numerals in an account somewhere will protect them when push comes to shove!
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Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They keep hiding the truth under tons of manure.  More and more gets piled on.  And yet, the truth is pretty persistent, and climbs out

from underneath.  It takes a while, and the more they pile on, the more pervasive the truth becomes until it reveals itself fully to all but

the most sheeple of the sheeple.   Love more, fear less.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When it gets to the point where it is dimcult to tell propaganda and lies from the truth, you just need to step back a take a look with

your own eyes and evaluate your own experiences.  How many people do you personally know that died of Covid? Did they have any

co-morbidities?  How many people do you know that had a "positive" Covid test?  Did they have symptoms?  If yes, how sick did they

actually get?  How many people do you actually know that got sick in spite of being vaccinated?  Did they experience milder symptoms

than the people you know who got sick and weren't vaccinated?  How many people do you know experienced side effects from the

vaccine?  How severe were they? Talk to your own family and friends who work in the medical Veld, what are their experiences?    

Don't allow others to convince you that you are seeing and experiencing things that you're not.
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Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great point Jack! I know quite a few nurses and medical personnel in my area and always ask them this question. How many of

your peers percentage wise IF honest would say what they have been doing during this whu-ku era is ethical and the right thing

to do in the treatment interventions as well as all documentation from entry to hospital setting to exit. Never do I hear less then

70%. Most they say go along with initial and shifting narrative because of the fear of losing their jobs and lost income to the fear

of being ostracized and losing prestige. The coercion and power of silencing so many on the frontlines is a real thing!
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meant to infer never more than 30% agree with believing they are doing the right thing
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Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Communism in its worst form.  They are so fearful that they can't even see that they are the traders of lies and misinformation.  They

lied as they genocide the world with a planned virus and vaccines that harm immediately, or down the road. But they are meant to

harm. Idol worshippers of money, power and greed. No wonder they're so terribly afraid of the truth.  God is Truth and can work with

those who tell it.   But God is also LOVE.   The call is there.  Evil persists only when good people are sleeping, or silent.  So keep loving

and pray for the evil ones that they see the Light.  Change and become more human.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

They're all about 'grand' and 'great', not puffed up, presumptuous and pride or anything.  Children of pride, & they will end where all the

children of pride, and the spirit & father of it & lies, whom they believe & serve, ends.  Judgment is near because the only thing that

could legitimately stand against this to a good end or stay of judgment is resisted & rejected....canceled, censored, mercilessly

squashed,   by more of the proud & unrepentant.  Those who serve lies in the name of truth, or the spirit of antichrist in the name of

Christ used in vain, are described in 1 Thessalonians 5 of the King James Bible which foretold all the rest of this sorry mess & wicked

world ripe for judgment.
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Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

2021.11.22 – On this the 58th anniversary of the murder of President John F. Kennedy, I encourage all to listen/read his “Secret

Societies” speech.  The President and the Press: Address before the American Newspaper Publishers Association, April 27, 1961

www.jfklibrary.org/archives/other-resources/john-f-kennedy-speeches/am..  The forces that murdered the president are still in play

today using their same playbook.  “Pseudo-Reality of COVID” (DR. Fauci - Think “Twilight Zone/Hunger Games”) vs. the “Reality of

Common Sense” The Powers That Be (TPTB) creates their "Pseudo-realities" using corporate & social media’s; gaslighting, narrative,

gatekeepers, and algorithm. Will his assassination receive any notice by corporate media in 2021?
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Wait, Brits love irony?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

It's embarrassing that we think no-one else does :-(
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Ironically, they will allow only disinformation.  These commies are so easily outed.
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let us be clear - they will allow PROPAGANDA that they believe will close down any and all opposition
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Earthlings taken over by dark forces. Wake up to Humanity.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm a little confused. I thought Zuckerberg was one of the master minds plotting to cull and enslave humanity. Why do they need to

apply any pressure to a self imposed task? Isn't he calling the shots?
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By some technical measures there may be a way to say Americans have more freedoms, but by any observational measure Americans

actually engage in many less freedoms (unless you consider freedom FROM environmental restrictions, corporate responsibility,

health access, healthy foods, alternative medicine, political spectrums, political discourse, etc. as freedoms).  Dr. Mercola should

know better than anyone that enemy #1 on freedoms (especially how we think, feel and act), especially in less socialistic countries, is

corporate inkuence and how it dominates everything, including politics.  

Not sure if the Dr. keeps any statistics on his clients-subscribers-patrons but I would guess that pre-Covid 60-70% were left leaning,

holistic, environmental, greenie, ex hippy… and since Covid most have jumped ship - deVnitely witnessed in the discussion forum and

so likely (and conVrmed in a small sample that I know), his sales from this crowd have dipped enormously.  Not because of his Covid

related views but more his simplistic and often off-based or eccentric rhetoric.   Mercola.com is certainly a different website since

Covid and this community forum is basically dead outside of few engaged in a narrowly focused - conversation? - would be generous

to call it that.  Sorry, I try not to engage in belittlement but Mercola’s discussion forum has become dark and dreary, almost zero health

care content, just a cellar for droning, driveling, diatribe.  Guillermo is oh so smart but very seldom interesting and long since emitting

any enlightenment.
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With Covid, I have been alarmed with the stance of so many of my fellow holistic medicine minded liberals.  (Actually I am a way left of

progressive liberal - green party maybe- no patience for anyone right of AOC and Bernie - as even they are too conservative for me

when it comes to attacking the corporate/military/pharm/agro industrial complex).  Certainly it is astonishing how a large portion of

the formerly anti-medical establishment, vaccine hesitant, holistic liberal crowd has jumped ship to the insanity of

mainstream/corporate take on the Covid issue - giving in to fear, the political polarization of the issue, and short term selVshness

(thinking the vaccine would allow them to get back to their lives, despite the possible long term costs to themselves and society).

 And, while Democrats are too full of ill-compromises you conservatives really have to Vnd a life outside the nut jobs of Trump, Greene,

Cruz, Boebert, Palin, ad nauseam.  Pre-Covid, a way higher percentage of liberal politicians vs conservative politicians would have

embraced Mercola’s health views.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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Our “Betters'” Dream, Depop. With Vaccine: “We Hear It, See It, Yet can’t Believe, Big Philanthropies are There to Deceive, Perhaps a

Course in Logic Construction Will Help Our Minds Form Own Deduction From All the Evidence Past Our Eyes, That Charities can Kill

and Sterilize, Yet First to Overcome P.R. Campaigns We Must Detox and Help Our Brains, Reclaim Intelligence as Rightful Share, Admit

We’re Victims of Bio-Warfare” © Alan Watt Oct. 11, 2012 As Alan said in this talk, “You’re not living in Disney. You’re living in reality and

reality is rather cruel and nasty.” Knowledge of reality is not defeating or depressing. It is invigorating and liberating. “And ye shall

know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.” Paedophiles, Philanthropists and Other Young Global Leaders 20 Nov 2021

www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/english/articles/Paedophiles_Philanthr..  www.alanwattsentientsentinel.eu/.../currentEnglish.html
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